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                HOW TO USE THIS REPORT

In the pages which follow, you will see descriptions of your character traits, relationship potentials and challenges,

as well as career potentials, and even more.

All or most of these sometimes intimate descriptions will be linked in some way with your past lives and your

experiences in the planetary realms between lifetimes (the interlife).

Yet, you may ask, how can this information best be used?

First, HELP YOURSELF.  The enclosed uplifting commentary can only be truly beneficial if you see it as a means

of self-help and self-transformation.  So to get the maximum practical benefit out of each page of this report, focus

on connecting what you read with what is going on in your life now.

Next, LOOK FOR PATTERNS.  When you see repeated references -- for instance to similar careers, pursuits or

vocations -- you should consider these references seriously.  They demonstrate a positive karmic connection which

you now have with these same career-related potentials from past life endeavors.  So, because of prior life success,

these areas of expression should be easier for you to find rewarding or to succeed in, as compared with in other

areas.

Also, pay close attention to REMEDIAL MEASURES.  For instance, you may be given an affirmation to use in

meditation (or a prayer).  Or you may be given a crystal/gemstone to wear.  These means of balancing out

challenging vibrations can indeed be very helpful, especially if used in a hopeful manner.

Finally, this report is a synthesis of past life and planetary interlife interpretations originally given clairvoyantly by

Edgar Cayce, for individuals with your same planetary patterns at birth.  So in applying this report to your

personal life, you should RESPECT INNER GUIDANCE -- through dreams, meditation and past life regression

for example -- as primary resources for this kind of information; and most important, RESPECT YOUR FREE

WILL! You alone must choose and know what is really best for you.
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    Your birth chart interpretation is based on the positions of the planets at the time of your birth.

Astrologer Ry Redd calculated on computer the astrology charts for hundreds of people who received readings by

Edgar Cayce which contained astrologically based information. By studying these astrology charts, Ry Redd

determined what planetary influences were most likely responsible for the readings by Edgar Cayce. In many cases

the astrological basis of the Cayce readings appears to be very straightforward. From this information Ry Redd

was able to develop, in conjunction with the computer programmers at Cosmic Patterns Software, an analysis of

your birth chart as Ry Redd believes that Edgar Cayce's psychic readings would have interpreted it. Ry Redd's

research effort was exhaustive and was conducted over many years, some of which was spent at the Edgar Cayce

library at the Association for Research and Enlightenment headquarters in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

For the benefit of students of astrology, these positions, along with other technical information, are listed below:

Sun position  is   3  deg.  59  min.  of  Taurus

Moon position  is   6  deg.  58  min.  of  Virgo

Mercury position  is  15  deg.  26  min.  of  Aries

Venus position  is  17  deg.  55  min.  of  Pisces

Mars position  is   1  deg.  40  min.  of  Taurus

Jupiter position  is  16  deg.  19  min.  of  Libra

Saturn position  is  26  deg.  35  min.  of  Aquarius

Uranus position  is  27  deg.  46  min.  of  Aries

Neptune position  is   9  deg.  47  min.  of  Virgo

Pluto position  is  22  deg.  36  min.  of  Cancer

Asc. position  is  29  deg.  10  min.  of  Virgo

MC position  is  29  deg.  04  min.  of  Gemini

Tropical Zodiac   Standard time observed.

GMT: 20:57:00     Time Zone: 5 hours West.

Lat. and Long. of birth: 37 N 33 13   77 W 27 38

Sidereal Sun position is 11 deg. 02 min. of Aries

Sidereal Moon position is 14 deg. 02 min. of Leo

Aspects and orbs:

Conjunction :  8 Deg. Applying and  7 Deg. Separating

Opposition :  7 Deg. Applying and  6 Deg. Separating

Square :  6 Deg. Applying and  5 Deg. Separating

Trine :  7 Deg. Applying and  6 Deg. Separating

Sextile :  5 Deg. Applying and  4 Deg. Separating

Harmonious aspects are: Trine or Sextile

Inharmonious aspects are: Square or Opposition

Your Past Life Report begins on the following page . . .
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Your Sun is conjoined with Uranus.

         It is very probable that you experienced the Uranian dimension between earth lives. Almost certainly the

most influential of the latter was your lifetime in ancient Atlantis. Combined with your soul sojourn in Uranus, the

unusual in allnforms -- especially entertainments such as sci-fi and science fantasy -- are likely to be of special

interest to you.

         An extremist at times, you are exceptional, eccentric, peculiar to others and last but definitely not least, a

classic Atlantean and Aquarian Age individualist. Being strong-minded to the point of too much g lf-sufficiency at

times is also a description which applies to you.

         These characteristics are allnreal efficiencies.  With your extremist nature, they are genuinely valuable,

unique qualities which you can use for weal or woe this go 'round.

         Know your ideal, letting your purposes and dealings with others always be creative and constructive (for we

are ever meeting ourg lves: whatngoes out comes back). The main purpose for our manifesting in the earth is for

the glorification of God and not just for free thinking and individualism, though we each manifest according to our

own purpose.

         In past lives, you probably were devoted to the cause of freedom, whether an American pioneer or leader in

women's rights like the American suffragettes in the nineteenth century, or involved in such religious freedom

movements as the early Christian Church's struggles in Rome or being instrumental in behalf of the native

uprisings when the Atlanteans overran ancient Egypt.

         Your strong interest in the psychic and esoteric is such that you yourg lf are likely to be clairvoyant. In the

years to come, if you parallel the natural development of your higher psi faculties with studies of parapsychology,

psychological astrology and mystical traditions, you will become more and more attuned.

         These advancements are encouraged provided they are used for giving help, understanding and knowledge to

others rather than for g lf-glorification. If used for the latter, your psychic abilities would become a stumbling

block not only to yourg lf but also to manynothers who seek your coung l. [934-1, 3948-1, 1742-2, 2487-1,

487-1]

Your Sun harmoniously aspects Neptune.

         Your mystical, intuitive and spiritual sensitivity arises from your past lives, perhaps in early Roman times,

or in the Egyptian/late Atlantean period.  Then you may have been a seer with expertise in the religious mysteries

of the day and in healing through the laying of hands. Your likely interest in group meditation,ngymbology, holistic

health, and astrological timing arises from such past life experiences.

         From your afterlife experience in the Neptune dimension, your imaginative urges create strong mystical

impressions within you. At times, when you meditate or simply rest, the actions expressed in your visions and

daydreams may elicit such intense emotions that you may feel as if you had actually experienced them.

         Since Neptune is a higher octave of Venus, ruler of the arts, your Neptunian attunement and sensitivity give

you abilities related to the arts in virtually anyndirection, whether as an actor, a dancer, an artist, musician or art

critic.
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         Although you would do well in anyncreative endeavor, you are also gifted with healing power, especially in

applying,nfor example, music and color to emotional disturbances. Hence, combining analytical or depth

psychology with your creative and mystical sensitivities may suggest fields that will bring you deep understanding,

if judged from the spiritual side.

         You may also achieve a great deal through service for others, caring for others, helping those less fortunate.

To be a channel of blessings to others is the purpose of every soul coming into the material world. For you

particularly, serving others may have special rewards. If it is in keeping with your ideals, you would gain much in

service involving an organized charitable institution or missionary branch of a church denomination. Public

leadership involving large organizations through speaking to groups and writing is also indicated.

         In addition, things that come over water or upon water are likely to be significant in your experience. Travel

and law, especially in connection with these, should also be a portion of your activities. [997-1, 2835-1, 2483-2,

2855-1, 1442-1, 2326-1, 315-4]

Your Sun is conjoined with Mars.

         You probably lived on the American frontier in your previous life, perhaps in Kentucky, Tennessee or

Texas, where Daniel Boone and Sam Houston later became folk heroes. Or, a few centuries earlier, you may have

been a Viking or Norseman: long before Columbus, you may even have crossed the Atlantic with the likes of Eric

the Red!

         You are able to make yourg lf felt in anynenvironment or situation through the impressions you leave on

others. Of course, it is not what one thinks or would have one believe that one thinks, but it is what one does that

counts. Being very much the doer, and also very willful, your very presence is influential in manynsituations. By

who you are and what you do, you leave impressions upon others; yet remember that what you are and do may

speak so loudly sometimes that people do not hear what you say.

         In Mars isnfound afterlife experiences in consciousness or in spirit which give you executive abilities.

Therefore, in whatever line of endeavor you might engage in, or in whatever activity you may undertake, you

could, in fact you WOULD make a guccess of it.

         In addition, you are not one to act towardnanother as if they didn't exist or to behave in an entirely detached

manner towardnANY experience which might be yours. Your development has been so energetically directed

towardnthe Whole that everything you do -- whether good or bad, mental or physical -- must influence the next

thing you do.

         Learn, then, the first lesson: TOLERANCE.  Hardships may be your lot until you gain the vision of the

necessity or purpose of SPIRITUAL expressions in your relationships with other people. In Mars isnfound

inclinations for there to be differences of opinion with others, as well as for your own personal purposes or desires

to be magnified at times, rather than seeking the common level upon which cooperation may be had with other

people.

         As you seek more and more for a greater knowledge of those things that govern your purposes, or your

desires and wishes from the spiritual angle for the experiences of others, more and more will your abilities incline

towards those of a successful leader. [1450-1, 2681-1]
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Your Moon harmoniously aspects Mars.

         The ever-emotional Moon points most directly to past lives where you experienced karmic emotions,

including lower Mars-ruled passions. These emotions have been tempered and moderated during your previous

lives. This prior resolution of your passionate animal side is carried over for your constructive use in relating to

others on a personal level in the present. Therefore, regardless of your sex it makes for good relationships with

women.

         Past life indicators include a recent lifetime in America's pioneer days and an earlier incarnation involved

with the Roman Empire. These likely experiences give you a great deal of courage.

         Also, from your previous lives and your soul journeys in the Mars sphere of consciousness between lives,

your subconscious feelings are in basic harmony with your expressions of energy. Positive influences of this

resourceful aspect incline you not only to be courageous, but also energetic and healthy, with excellent

recuperative powers and an overall strong vitality.

Your Moon harmoniously aspects Sun.

         This pattern is particularly supportive of your spiritual development this lifetime. Directly resulting from

your previous life accomplishments, this pattern not only enhances your physical health, but also aids your

development toward the goal of the higher calling, as set in the Christ. The Sun leaves you with the positive karmic

afterglow of relationships from your cosmic past. Since most of your meaningful associations will have past life

linkages, the potential is there for primarily positive relationships in this life.

         This pattern also gives you high potential for the successful integration of the conscious and unconscious

mind: the outer and inner self. The degree of this success is shaped by whether or not you apply your will in a

positive manner.

         Coming from a harmonious conception with positive karmic connections with your parents, you will be

successful through exercising your independence, inner stability and self-reliance. However, do realize that while

you can never be completely self-sufficient, spiritual development comes from within. Never allow that

development and the experiences associated with it to separate your spiritual self totally from your physical,

financial or mental activities. Those who do often become egoists and therefore stumbling blocks to themselves.

         Your successful personality integration is indicated in how you have gone forward in your soul development

this lifetime by the sheer force of your will. You have so well exercised your will that you have developed far

beyond the level of the average person. For instance, you are able to force yourself to do things which are

unpleasant. At the same time you are able to avoid purely self-satisfying experiences, especially those pertaining to

carnal, sexual desires.

         You are very efficiency-oriented and inclined to make a little go a long way. Your vocation should include

educational work with young people and any plausible area where you can communicate a specific message to a

wide audience. You are then one who can bring a great deal of joy and upliftment to others by teaching spiritual

principles as well as by being an example for others to follow. You are also able to give much joy through your

own individual efforts. [1201-1]
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Your Moon is conjoined with Neptune.

         Strongly inclined toward the spiritual and mystical, you are exceptionally intuitive and sensitive. Being

especially impressionable, and often psychic, at least as far as absorbing the feelings and vibrations of others is

concerned, disillusion and disappointment are likely to frequently inhibit your emotional reactions to life.

         For instance, one manifestation of this challenge is your tendency to be verbally inhibited and to keep your

powerful feeling nature and great sensitivity below the surface, out of the sight of others.

         Your inner longing for love, compassion and spiritual freedom through mystical union is a pursuit that can

not be found outside yourself, in the external world of personality and materiality. Your search can only be

rewarded by going within, in your prayer, meditation and dream life. Your intense devotion to a spiritual ideal or

to an idealized loved one is also reflected in a likely urge toward public or social service. You also probably have

marked artistic and musical talent, yet may lack the outward drive to pursue an active involvement in these

creative areas.

         In other words, from your experience in Neptune and your past life review carried out in the Moon sphere

between lives, you have an innate tendency toward the ideal and the easy, the beautiful and the harmonious, and

have natural inclinations toward the arts, including acting. Yet you also may have the tendency to be a bit lax in

applying yourself. Especially when it comes to hard work or in taking extra time and patience, you may tend to

slide by and take the easier way to attain your goal. With application of your will, this may be overcome.

         The Moon experience immediately after ending a given lifetime brings up for review your emotional karma

from the life just ended, particularly your relationships with your family, especially your mother. From your

experience in Neptune, you are likely to attract strange or peculiar experiences in your home life, such as secret

enemies and intrigues which bring special challenges to your ideals as well as your emotional vulnerability.

         Your health and physical constitution are likely to be as sensitive as your emotional body (although any

health problems, particularly when you are young, are likely to be just as hidden as your feelings). Be cautious

about drugs of all kinds and especially anesthetics, should such ever become necessary.

         Wearing the moonstone or agate may have a subtle yet helpful vibratory influence as a remedial measure for

some of these challenges. Also, whether worded as a prayer or affirmation, the following may be quite valuable in

your inner life: "I do not wish to allow my very sensitive nature to become an excuse for emotional irresponsibility.

To avoid misleading myself or others and causing unnecessary heartache, I will learn how to examine my attitudes

carefully before proceeding with any project or relationship with another. I will instead seek protection against the

unbridled expression of personal feelings, and will bring my emotions (and ideals) under conscious control."

[1401-1]

Your Mercury is opposite Jupiter.

         High and ennobling conditions are your criteria in every thing you do. The rule of Jupiter over finances and

fortunes together with Mercury gives you considerable capacity to counsel others in the use of their financial

resources and investments. This same aspect gives you abilities for careful study of investments followed by

prudent action. Incidentally, Mercury gives you an exceptional mentality, especially in literature and dealing with

numbers, as in computer data. . However, your very intelligent Mercury influence may put others off guard. This

is likely to make them feel that your good Jupiterian behavior is designed to hook them into doing something for

you (like buying from you or financially investing in your business). Due to Jupiter's overall positive effect, which
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is generally true regardless of whether its aspects are fortunate or difficult: you consider others as well as yourself.

This is a result of Jupiter's high ennobling influence that effects you in the present life.

         A past life which could be carrying your Mercury-Jupiter opposition's challenges into your current

experience is one when you may have been among those who persecuted practicioners of witchcraft, say, in New

England. Your present love of religious principle, as a result of such a likely previous incarnation, leaves you with

little patience with people who profess one thing while living another. One effect of this is overcompensation by

being too stubborn with your own convictions.

         Karmically and astrologically, then, despite your sincerity, your intentions maybe consistently mistrusted by

others while your beliefs may be a bit overbearing. This may have originated with persecution of others for their

beliefs. It then re-presented itself at the time you chose to be born with an opposition between Jupiter and Mercury.

The opposition between them reflects your sojourns in these planetary realms between death in that past lifetime

and rebirth in the present.

         Your identity with and urges toward a universal consciousness in all pursuits -- from your experience in the

high Jupiter realm between lives -- is limited through the manner in which you apply it in your communications

with others. You have high mental abilities which are well-balanced as far as your judgments are concerned. You

would make an excellent teacher or instructor. However, there is the likelihood of needing to review regularly the

purposes of your balanced judgments and intellectual ability. You might ask yourself if your knowledge and

experience in such matters is to give yourself power or to glorify God and honor your higher ideals.

         In other words, in your relationships with others, take care that your mental prowess be used wisely. If you

take advantage of other people because of their lack of understanding and rationalize it as just 'good business', you

will be cheating yourself, not others. Because of living in the very material world, you have a special responsibility

which comes with such high intellectual powers always to remember that anyone who attempts to cheat God

indeed only cheats themselves. Instead, use your potentials for humanitarian teaching and crisis counseling --

which were probably developed during a lifetime in the Holy Land -- to help others who find sorrow in their lives.

[943-2, 2796-1, 2783-1]

Your Mars is conjoined with Uranus.

         While urges arise from soul sojourns through astrological aspects, they do not force you to act in any

specific way. Rather than a forced reaction to urges, your experiences in the planetary heavens are for higher

training purposes (similarly, earth incarnations are forms of emotional practice). Your sojourn in the psychic,

extreme dimension of Uranus followed by a visit in the energetic, warring realm of Mars makes you almost 100%

Uranian in your inner urges. One consequence of being nearly full Uranian is that you are probably equally an

Atlantean, with many contradictory emotions and activities likely to be manifested in this lifetime.

         Extremes of moods may cause you to be very active, headstrong and over-enthusiastic at one time, with a

great deal of will-power, courage and determination concerning a specific association or activity. Yet at other

times you may care little and pay no attention to it. At the same time you are naturally intuitive and psychic,

knowing many things without knowing how you obtained the information. Some times you may find yourself very

lucky, with everything going your way, and at other times nothing seems to go your way: during such periods for

instance, you may find it virtually impossible to win through any game of chance. It would be wise for you to stay

away from gambling in any form, whether in card games, sports or races and avoid any kind of speculative

investments such as stocks.
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         Also, firearms, speeding automobiles and body-contact sports should be avoided or dealt with using extreme

caution, as there is a likelihood of serious injury to your head. Your tendency toward violent outbreaks of temper

makes caution here absolutely necessary. Nervous system strain is another condition to be warned of, as your great

courage during dangerous moments may outlast your patience and natural resistance to stress.

         With the application of your will to meet these tests -- and you are indeed capable of meeting them as part of

your soul's training -- you may well find yourself affable, respected and helpful through them. In fact, your great

vitality, energy and intuition can be turned into potentially remarkable healing instruments if you make up your

mind to devote them to service on behalf of others.

         A prayer or affirmation to help you with the above-mentioned challenges might go something like, "When

things become difficult, Lord, let me not forget you. Make me see that constructive changes can never occur

through impetuous action, but only through proper planning. Teach me to exercise control, so that I may bring

equanimity and orderliness into all my daily affairs. But if an emergency should arise, I pray that You will help me

find vast reserves of strength to assist those in need. Lord, show me how to put my relentless energy to good use."

[1885-2, 1334-1, 406-1]

Your Saturn harmoniously aspects Uranus.

         From your experiences in Uranus and Saturn and a likely lifetime long ago in ancient Atlantis, in the present

you are able to integrate practicality, patience and common sense with intuition, initiative and originality. You are

therefore uniquely capable of pioneering leadership roles, for instance in introducing Aquarian or "New Age" ideas

into the more conservative mainstream.

         The essential requirement is that you depend more and more on yourself and your own abilities. This

self-assurance should apply not only to material or financial matters but also should embrace your abilities to think

things through on your own and to apply spiritual principles in your relationships with others.

         Whatever extreme changes that come to you are likely to be through the actions of others rather than any

shortcomings of your own. Some changes will probably result from your efforts to enlighten others through

scientific, social, religious, humanitarian and political means, while having respect for their traditions and rights.

         Most of the changes in your experience will come periodically as opportunities for original accomplishments

in new fields. Management and administrative responsibilities in electronic communications media as well as

parapsychology and esoteric sciences are also areas where you may accomplish much.

         After applying with characteristic determination your pioneering energy, often the status quo will be changed

for the better. When this happens you may often find yourself free to change directions once more. Most of the

time these changes will be opportunities for you to help others understand new approaches and theories which they

would otherwise not accept without your initiative. [1934-1, 2630-1]

         NOTE: The Zodiac signs of the Sun and Moon are

         analyzed below. First they will be analyzed in

         the Tropical zodiac. If the positions are

         different in the Sidereal zodiac, then they

         will also be analyzed in the Sidereal zodiac.
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         Also, if the Sun and Moon are in the same zodiac

         sign, then only the Sun position is interpreted;

         the Moon position, being the same as the Sun

         position, does not need to be interpreted in

         this case.

              Your Sun is in Taurus (Tropical zodiac).

         Taurus' influence inclines you to be somewhat headstrong, with a very set and determined manner.  Hence

you are not always understood in everything you try to do, or in things which you know yourself to be true. Yet

long-lasting are the influences you make on others with whom you have deep associations from previous lives.

         Remember, success or accomplishment in life is not a matter of some great force or influence.  Just as taught

by the Master, it is not the power of the storm or of the earthquake or of great noises and the like.  Rather it is the

still small voice speaking from within you which becomes the influence through which movements of truly great

forces really arise.

         Since your childhood, being outdoors and living close to nature is probably more significant to you than to

most others. This love of nature and the great outdoors is from one or more past lives spent on a farm or in nature

settings.  For ages countries on the Mediterranean such as ancient Egypt, Greece and virtually all of the ancient

Mideast lived in close contact with nature.  So did the Native Americans of pre-Columbian America. And surely

you were one of them.

         Farming, fishing and hunting then, are among your familiar pursuits (even if they only involve occasional

outdoor activities like gardening, boating or indoors, tending flowers and plants).  You also probably have greater

confidence in holistic, natural healing approaches than in modern medicine's "advanced" yet artificial technology.

         Now, Venus is the planet which rules or best symbolizes the essence of the sign Taurus.  Of course, Venus

symbolizes the female sex.  Centuries ago in oriental cultures women were more feminine -- and experienced much

more respect -- than today.  A lifetime in Asia and lands like China, then, are also a likely part of your past life

experiences.[1149-1, 1641-1]

              Your Moon is in Virgo (Tropical zodiac).

         As to the activities which are innate or outwardly manifested in your life, coming in the astronomical

constellation of Virgo, at times you may have the appearance of being too self-sufficient in your relationships with

others. Hence you may be considered somewhat eccentric, especially in your choice of associates and friendships.

         There is also a likely tendency for you to approach life in a very rational way, resulting in your being

considered by others as having a rather materialistic turn of mind.  At the same time this also gives you the ability

to train or direct the training of the minds of young people.

         Long ago, one of your likely past lives was in an ideal nature setting, where you were known for your

courage and for your ability to heal.  From this distant lifetime you are less likely than most people to be

dominated by others and you are usually inclined to carry your share of responsibilities. This experience may have

been in South or Central America as a member of one of the native cultures in the Amazon forest of Brazil or the

Aztec Indians of Mexico.
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         Mercury is the planet which rules or symbolizes the essence of the sign Virgo.  Higher levels of learning and

teaching, then, have been yours in these lifetimes, from successful interaction with nature to more religious

pursuits like participating in the Holy Crusades to Palestine and neighboring lands.  You may also have followed

Alexander the Great on his history-making and Greek culture-expanding military excursions into Arabia and India.

[365-3]

              Your Sun is in Aries (Sidereal zodiac).

         From Aries are found inclinations often to be considered by others as being headstrong. You may also be

very hard to convince alongside judgments you have made which have been the determining factors in your

experience. Yet once you are convinced of something, you become very determined in that particular direction.

         This tendency toward self-determination and being headstrong is probably rooted in at least one lifetime in

ancient Palestine.  Your likely link with the tribal nomads known as the Hebrews is expressed in your urge either

to be a powerful yet somewhat dogmatic leader or to be inclined to follow someone with strong leadership

qualities.

         Also, living in large or extended family units dominated by a strong director or leader (whether male or

female), having special admiration for winners, or even being totally submissive to another person who you feel is

somehow in charge of you and your life are characteristic inclinations from similar experiences long ago.

         Of course, Mars is the primary planet which symbolizes or rules the sign of Aries.  This makes Mars and

martial urges of special significance to you this lifetime.  Therefore, depending on whether or not you apply your

will, responding to conflict situations with directness and force are likely to be among your subconscious urges.

These urges are from your prior experiences in the realm of Mars and from one or more past lives in the harsh,

ancient desert culture of Israel and neighboring Arab lands.

         Also from Mars, the Ram influence and this past lifetime in ancient Canaan and Palestine you may feel a

need not only to be a leader or director but to excel in your career or in more physical endeavors like exercising or

a competitive activities such as sports.[279-4, 340-15, 1804-1]

              Your Moon is in Leo (Sidereal zodiac).

         Leo symbolizes the consciousness wherein there is strength, creativity and virility, as well as a certain

headstrong or willful nature in how you apply yourself in relationship with others.

      For instance, reading biographical or historical novels about European royalty, daydreaming about the courts

of Kings and Queens of modern Europe or ancient times and other grandeurs of the past may bring to your

conscious mind memories of previous incarnations when you were at the forefront of things.  Hence to this very

day there probably remains within you considerable inner strength along with a strong feeling for

behind-the-scenes intrigues as well as a powerful sense of individualism.  These qualities are probably connected

with your past life experiences involved -- directly and indirectly -- with leaders of society and government.

         You are also likely to have an above-average interest in the great artistic and spiritual accomplishments of

the grand cathedrals and great churches of Britain and Europe, as well as the ancient temples of the Mediterranean

world.
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         In addition, you may have been one of the higher-ranking Vikings who, like other royalty, also had an

exciting lifestyle.  And in far earlier times, during and after the last days of Lemuria and Atlantis, you may have

been among the Incan pyramid builders in the mountains of South America, the Mayan plains of Central America,

and of course, Egypt, the land which is virtually synonymous with great pyramids.

         The Sun is the ruler or symbol of Leo, and represents strength and soul force.  So, from the Sun's influence

and the past life experiences summarized here, you are inclined to have a special sense of pride and dignity which,

depending on how you apply your will and the ideals you have set for yourself, can either enhance or hinder your

relationships with others (and hence either advance or retard your soul growth this lifetime). [533-20, 2905-3]
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                  Your Past Life Decanates

          According to an ancient Vedic astrology method

     still practiced in India, Past Life Planets are realms

     in which you sojourned between earth lifetimes.  They

     are identified through the position of your sidereal

     Sun and Moon in the decanates (a decanate is a one-

     third division of a zodiac sign; each is ruled by a

     planet).  Any patterns involving these Past Life

     Planets are therefore of special importance.  Pay extra

     attention, then, to any sections of your Report which

     interpret these planets.

     NOTE:  If your Sun and Moon are both located in a

     decanate which is ruled by the same planet, then

     only the Sun position is interpreted; the Moon's

     decanate position, being the same as the Sun's,

     therefore does not need to be interpreted.

            Your Sun is in Leo Decanate

     Your sidereal Sun is in the decanate of LEO, which is ruled by the Sun.  The Sun as Past Life Planet indicates

a high level of soul development and power with great potential for spiritual service and leadership in the present.

     As the Sun sojourn between lives is the highest interlife experience possible in this system, you may have

voluntarily chosen to reincarnate to help and uplift others.  Therefore one or more prior lifetimes of leadership in

religious or state affairs, or both, in ancient Egypt, Persia, modern Europe, or elsewhere in Asia, is likely.

            Your Moon is in Sagittarius Decanate

     Your sidereal Moon is in the decanate of Sagittarius, which is ruled by Jupiter.  Jupiter as Past Life Planet

points to a prominent soul journey between earth incarnations in the realm of Jupiter, called Brahmaloka in Vedic

astrology.  Your Jupiter sojourn demonstrates that you have reached a high level of development toward a

universal consciousness among all men and women.

     Your special Jupiter sojourn also indicates you have a strong inner commitment to faith, optimism and group

causes potentially affecting large numbers of people.  Past lives in humanitarian or spiritual service and ministry,

religious, royal and priestly affairs are likely, especially lifetimes in Egypt and the Holy Land.
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